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“The desire to dream, build, and grow new ventures in Athens is vibrant. Combine this enthusiasm with
the University of Georgia’s commitment to economic development and entrepreneurship and the largest
commitment to experiential learning yet seen at a public research university, and you have all the ingredients to
create and sustain an entrepreneurial hotbed in Athens. The Terry College of Business is determined to leverage
the MBA program to drive its support for Athens entrepreneurs.”
Benjamin C. Ayers, Dean of the University of Georgia Terry College of Business

Introduction
It all started with a long-distance relationship that
serendipitously delivered the small North Georgia
city an influential community member and many
entrepreneurs.
Jim Flannery, Founder and Executive Director of
Four Athens, moved across the country from his
associate position at an investment bank in San
Francisco to Athens, Georgia, in early 2009 to be
with his then-girlfriend who was studying for her
English degree at the University of Georgia (UGA).
As the New Jersey native and Princeton alumnus
drove toward the city’s downtown one icy evening
in February, he thought to himself, “Oh God, what
have I done?”
“My girlfriend had picked out a cute cottage in the
woods,” remembered Flannery. “But it ended up
being a duplex.” Within the first few weeks at his
new home, a snowstorm came. As the wind gained
strength, “a tree fell and the wall fell off the side

Downtown Athens at night
Downtown Athens is the locus of city life. Its music, food, architecture, and shops
charm visitors and residents alike. Athens is nicknamed the “Classic City” both for its
name and its architecture, but the city is hardly old-fashioned. The careers of R.E.M.
and The B-52s – and arguably alternative rock itself – began in downtown Athens.
Downtown Athens also hosts a burgeoning tech startup scene that is larger than most
residents realize. As Jim Flannery puts it, Athens has “a world-class research university; unmatched human talent; a vibrant community steeped in food, music, the arts,
the outdoors; a major city (+ one of the busiest airports in the world) an hour away;
and really all of the necessary components to build high-growth companies.”
© Terry College of Business

of my house.” Without electricity, firewood, or a sense of where to find help, Flannery lay under his blanket thinking
he’d made a terrible mistake.
Since that stormy night, Flannery has worked diligently to build Four Athens into a successful startup incubator with
over 75 members and 20 tenants. Four Athens assists entrepreneurs in the creation and launch of new businesses
and focuses on increasing local entrepreneurship in the Athens area by providing technical guidance, legal counsel,
Richard T. Watson (Regents Professor and the J. Rex Fuqua Distinguished Chair for Internet Strategy in the Department of Management
Information Systems at the University of Georgia Terry College of Business), Stephen Guss (Georgia MBA student), and Andrew Salinas (Georgia
MBA alumnus and staff member of the MBA program’s Career Management Center) prepared this case. Jiwon Park (Georgia MBA alumnus and
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marketing assistance, and managerial support. Four Athens, named for the four critical components of starting a tech
company – tech, marketing, sales, and everything else – would soon catalyze the birth of Athens’ modern startup
community.
In 2016, Four Athens member startups reported $22.7 million in revenue. With about 250 people employed, these
companies added 70 new positions in 2016 alone, with salaries averaging $44,000 annually (compared to the Athens
median household income of $33,060). Just three years prior, Four Athens member startups reported $350,000 in
revenue, employing 12 people with salaries averaging around $22,000.
However, there is still quite a bit of work to be done for Athens to reach its next significant milestone as a more visible
and enduring regional startup hub. What is needed to achieve this next level? Significant local funding, innovative
ways to attract and retain talent, and coordinated efforts to advertise the characteristics that make Athens an ideal
locus of tech-based entrepreneurship will play a key role. What exactly makes Athens an attractive budding center of
entrepreneurship? Among the reasons are its low cost of living, vibrant and creative culture, and quality of life combined
with reduced operational costs, reasonable real estate prices, and an environment of friendly competition within the
business community. Moving forward, Flannery and other Athens startup leaders will need to craft a comprehensive
business plan that leverages UGA’s considerable resources – including its 37,000 students – to drive Athens toward
becoming a major center of entrepreneurship.

The Rise of Startup Communities in Small and Medium-Size Cities
Although major hubs like San Francisco, Boston, New York, and Los Angeles remain the top cities for venture capital
funding (Exhibit 1), innovation and change has also thrived in smaller communities between the coasts and outside
of major U.S. cities. In the Southeast, small- to midsize cities with major universities such as Durham, Greensboro,
Jacksonville, Birmingham, Chattanooga, and Charleston have been attractive to young entrepreneurs because of their
low cost of living, relaxed lifestyle, and relatively easy access to local research universities to source interns, new
employees, and faculty expertise. A good example of this connection between a midsize city and its research universities
is Durham in the North Carolina Research Triangle, which ranks 14th in the country in venture capital investment per
capita (Exhibit 2). Per capita venture capital investment highlights how universities can catalyze startups in their
host cities, as with Grand Forks (home of the University of North Dakota), Durham (Duke University and the nearby
University of North Carolina), Fayetteville (the University of Arkansas), and Boulder (the University of Colorado).
As Flannery says, “Boulder, Colorado, is the pinnacle” and represents an aspirational model for Athens. With a
population of 103,000 people, 32,000 students at the University of Colorado, and a rich music and cultural community,
Boulder is remarkably similar to Athens. (Athens’ population is 120,000 with 37,000 UGA students.) Yet, despite this
resemblance, Boulder’s startup community is “at least 20 years” ahead of the one in Athens.
Decades of support from public and private entities has made all the difference for Boulder’s entrepreneurs. The
University of Colorado Law School is nationally recognized for its backing of local startups, and private individuals, like
Brad Feld, invest in companies and promote Boulder as an ideal base for innovation. Individual leaders hold monthly
and weekly events to connect and grow local businesses. As Flannery says in a 2013 Athens Banner-Herald piece,
“Boulder has adopted an attitude of inclusiveness in welcoming newcomers and finding ways to connect them with
the talent, mentors, money and customers that they need to grow big, sustainable businesses. Bad actors are quickly
removed from the ecosystem, and people involved in all facets of helping businesses grow recognize that it is not a
zero-sum game.”
In Athens, on the other hand, small tech businesses struggle to gain significant support from state and city governments,
and the relationship with the University of Georgia has considerable potential to be broadened and deepened in two
ways: 1) with public-private partnerships capitalizing on UGA’s strengths in law, veterinary medicine, agriculture,
pharmaceuticals, engineering, and business and 2) by channeling local government support with leadership that
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recognizes the economic and educational benefits of a rich startup community.

The Athens Startup Community Prior to Four Athens
Before founding Four Athens in 2011, Flannery
began looking for work in Athens at the height
of the recession in 2009. “If you wanted a job in
finance in Athens, you were a bank teller. [There
was] no capital raising going on,” explained
Flannery. So, he became involved in two separate
ventures. One was a self-storage business that was
on the verge of bankruptcy. When that failed, the
owners left and Flannery assumed full managerial
control of the business.
Flannery’s other venture involved his entrance
into the Athens entrepreneurial space. In 2010, he
founded a local Groupon-inspired company called
Jim Flannery, Founder of Four Athens
Seeing a lack of collaboration among the few startups that existed in Athens
when he moved here in 2009, Jim Flannery built the infrastructure for a
vibrant startup community. Though Flannery stepped down as Four Athens
Executive Director in December 2016, he continues to be involved in local
entrepreneurship through his new role with the Advanced Technology
Development Center (ATDC). In addition, Flannery is putting together a venture
capital fund to fuel the growth of local startups. Four Athens now boasts that it
has helped over 100 companies “go from the back of a napkin to the masses.”
© Caroline Windham

DealMobs. In its first year, the company earned
over $1 million in revenue, grew to 12 employees,
and had a presence in Athens in addition to
Charleston and Columbia, South Carolina. Despite
its initial success, Flannery soon experienced the
same challenges that he’d later face as Founder of
Four Athens. Unlike in San Francisco or New York,

finding investors, talent, or anyone interested in startups in Athens required “a lot of work and a lot of digging, and
most people wouldn’t even respond.”
Early on, Flannery identified three major challenges that Athens-based startups face when attempting to grow. First,
without the ability to easily engage with major companies, it is difficult to find mentors who are willing to train the
next generation of talent. Second, Athens competes with Atlanta and other regional cities to attract and retain highquality talent. The Georgia Institute of Technology, just over an hour’s drive from Athens, produces some of the
country’s most talented technical minds, but they are gobbled up by firms located in major cities and offered big-city
benefits. Third, it is extremely difficult to secure significant funding from local investors, and this can make it difficult
to grow and improve without leaving Athens.

Four Athens’ Origins and Initial Successes
Flannery began working to find ways to address these challenges and build a business that would help Athens’ startup
community evolve. At that time, there was no entity that “spoke to any of the 35,000 students that were here,” said
Flannery. There was an opportunity to engage UGA’s students and faculty in ways that had not been done before. In
addition, the startups that did exist before Four Athens was founded did not achieve significant growth because they
would “stay outside of the community” and not allow themselves to gain support from the university or town. Four
Athens saw the opportunity to be the place where entrepreneurs could collaborate, learn, and grow all under one roof.
The first iteration of the Four Athens was a for-profit business that took equity stakes in companies and helped connect
them to needed talent and funding. Within a few months, Flannery knew this model would not work in the long-run.
He said, “If we’re going to be a piece of the foundation for helping build this entrepreneurial community, we have to
be an open, welcoming, anybody-can-show-up-and-participate model.”
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After converting to a nonprofit model, Flannery and his partners, Ginny Morris and LoriAnne Steele Carpenter, began
growing the business. By the end of 2012, Four Athens had 30 members, 10 companies renting office space and held
various networking events monthly. The company moved from a 2,000-square-foot (186 square meters) space to a
7,000-square- foot (650 square meters) building that held 22 diverse companies, all of which moved in within the first
three months of Four Athens’ new lease.
The year 2012 “was when we found our diamonds in the rough,” explained Flannery. Roundsphere, a co-working
innovation space for tech startups “really started taking off,” and Docebo, a learning management software company
headquartered in Milan, Italy, first launched its U.S. operations in Athens. Cogent Education, a software company,
aggressively started going after grant money, while Borrowing Magnolia, a digital wedding dress brokerage service,
began operating in Athens.
Why was 2012 such a magical year for Athens-based startups? Flannery has a few theories. He believed that many of
these companies were “predisposed” to becoming successful because of their strong ideas and ambition. “[Four Athens
is] never going to make a company successful. We can help accelerate their success because we put you around other
motivated and aggressive people.” As important, an environment of collaboration and friendly competition inspired
companies to achieve more and expand. “You’ve got five of your peers all with straight faces and serious beliefs saying
they’re going to become a billion-dollar company and all of a sudden you’re saying, ‘I’m going to step up my game.’”
These firms all faced similar challenges and worked with mentors to develop solutions to complex problems and find
better funding opportunities. For example, Roundsphere, Docebo, Rehab Mart, and Peachtree Medical Billing set up the
Athens Talent Partnership that opened communication channels between companies and allowed people to share ideas,
engage in candid debate, and brainstorm innovative strategies focused on recruiting talent to Athens. The partnership
continues to this day, and together they launched its Startup Internship Program, a 12-week cohort experience, which
began in January 2017.

Today’s Startup Community in Athens
Every Wednesday night, the brightest minds from the
Athens startup community gather at a downtown bar
to share ideas, meet new people, and socialize with
peers. Most Wednesdays, the bar is packed with young,
motivated

entrepreneurs

with

great

expectations

for their companies and themselves. The energy and
innovative spirit at these events could convince one to
believe that they were attending an event in the Silicon
Valley or at a New York-based tech incubator.
Although Athens may not be nationally recognized as
an entrepreneurial hub in the United States just yet,
with the support of Four Athens, several successful
tech companies have succeeded and continue to thrive
from their Athens-based headquarters. Working within
industries from medical supplies to fashion, these
businesses are gaining momentum and looking to put
Athens on the map as a major player in the American
entrepreneurial ecosystem. The companies profiled

Four Athens happy hours
World Famous in downtown Athens hosts a weekly Four Athens happy hour.
Founders, coders, developers, and others launching all types of ventures,
from biotech to e-commerce gather here to share their latest developments
and breakthroughs. Athens’ small size makes it relatively easy to build a
professional network, and the collaborative business environment invites a
pooling of resources when it comes to talent and tackling business challenges.
Four Athens has been hosting its happy hour for over five years.
© Caroline Windham

below reflect only a small sampling of the Athens
startup community.
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Docebo
Docebo, Greek for “I will teach,” is a cloud-based eLearning platform that enables organizations to seamlessly deliver
educational content to their employees. The company was originally founded at the University of Florence by an Italian
professor, Claudio Erba, who wanted to make it easier for his students to access lectures, homework, and articles online.
When the company decided to take its operations to
the U.S., it chose Athens for three strategic reasons.
Docebo’s Chief Revenue Officer, Alessio Artuffo, notes
that the cost and potential risks of starting a business in
Athens are considerably lower compared to larger techcentric cities. Second, the quality of the workplace is
much higher. It was very important for Docebo’s leader
to give their employees “space to run around” and to
have a large enough space that allowed its employees
to have the freedom they needed to think creatively
and develop innovative solutions. Third, the “small but
Docebo
Docebo has its global headquarters in Milan, Italy, as well as offices in
Toronto and Dubai. But its U.S. headquarters is in downtown Athens,
Georgia. Docebo won a 2016 Preservation Award for Outstanding
Rehabilitation from the Athens-Clarke Heritage Foundation for its office
on East Washington Street in the middle of downtown Athens. With 35
employees based in Athens, Docebo has already outgrown its present
location, and it will soon be relocating a few blocks away on the eastern
boundary of downtown.
© Caroline Windham

extremely efficient ecosystem of resources” that Four
Athens cultivated appeals to young businesses that need
help accessing talent and navigating the local real estate
market. In addition, this concentration of community
allowed the company to get information faster, access
local leaders more easily, and collaborate with peers
more often.

Despite these advantages, Artuffo pointed out some major challenges to growing a tech business in Athens. With access
to a large undergraduate population from the University of Georgia, it is not difficult to find quality entry-level talent,
but Artuffo says his company struggles to recruit people to Athens who have “a significant background in what we
do, with five to seven years of experience.” Although many of these potential candidates reside in Atlanta, the cost
of commuting 1.5 hours each way from Atlanta to Athens is especially high. Lastly, Docebo has experienced some
challenges garnering substantial support from local influencers like the city government and the University of Georgia.
Artuffo says that the local authorities lack a “shared direction” and are missing an opportunity to “combine efforts,
find a mission, build a [unified] project plan, and pursue it.”
Borrowing Magnolia
Borrowing Magnolia is a digital e-commerce website for wedding dress sales and rentals. The startup allows women
to monetize their worn wedding dresses by selling or renting them to brides-to-be. Borrowing Magnolia ships dresses
around the country from its Athens-based warehouse that holds over 1,000 dresses. Based on style preferences and
body measurements, future brides can try on one wedding dress for $40 and every additional dress for $29. If the
customer is satisfied with the dress, she can either buy or rent it for up to 80% less than the original retail value. Cali
Brutz, Co-Founder of Borrowing Magnolia with her sister Ashley Steele, describes the company’s wedding dresses as
“assets that can be sold multiple times… and have a high lifetime value.”
The idea for the startup came from Brutz’s experiences with her previous wedding photography company, Once
Like a Spark. The insight was that “the modern bride was changing. She is used to transacting in a very high-tech,
personalized way and the bridal gown industry was lagging behind.” Borrowing Magnolia took advantage of this blank
space and is currently staffed with eight full-time employees, but because the demand for this service is so high, the
business has been experiencing rapid growth and is expanding “by the day.”
Brutz and Steele have also enjoyed Athens’ low cost of operations, reasonable real estate prices, and access to the
University of Georgia’s diverse student population. However, with a young business, they face some important
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challenges and opportunities. For example, Borrowing Magnolia collects rich consumer data that includes preferences
for dress style, basic body measurements, and purchasing experiences, but has yet to find a way to translate these data
into meaningful business insights. From an inventory perspective, the company needs to continue to be an “excellent
matcher of our supply and demand.” Borrowing Magnolia is searching for the right level of inventory that will
continuously provide a return. The company is also considering whether to open another distribution center and needs
help to determine where to purchase a warehouse and how quickly it should expand its distribution system. Further, as
the market for online wedding gowns grows, there is some concern that existing e-commerce fashion brands in other
verticals like Rent the Runway could enter the wedding gown space in the future.
RoundSphere
RoundSphere is the parent company of multiple Athens-based tech startups, including Seller Labs, BookScouter, and
GadgetScouter. Together, the companies employ around 50 people. Seller Labs provides online analytical tools and
software that allow Amazon third-party sellers to automate tasks and simplify the online selling process. In 2016,
Seller Labs offered four unique products for its customers, including an email automation tool (Feedback Genius),
a coupon and promotional tool (Snagshout), a competitive tracking system (Scope), and an inventory and financial
management platform (Quantify). Together, these products “give Amazon sellers the resources necessary to win on the
world’s largest product search engine.”
BookScouter helps textbook sellers by comparing
buyback prices from over 35 book vendors at no charge
to the individual seller. BookScouter recommends
which online vendor to sell to based off each store’s
market rate. Once a book has been sold and sent to the
online store, BookScouter earns a commission.
RoundSphere houses its companies in an energetic
downtown

office

space

and

handles

HR

and

benefits centrally for its organizations. In addition,
RoundSphere
RoundSphere
When BookScouter was a young company and Founder Brandon Checketts
had the freedom to relocate his company anywhere in the U.S., he took an
online survey to generate a list of optimal cities for him and his company.
Brandon prioritized quality of life measures such as affordability, climate,
healthcare services, and culture. Athens was among the top results. Though
Athens was initially an unfamiliar city, when he researched the town in more
detail and went on his first survey trip to the Classic City, he knew this was
the perfect place to live and grow his business. RoundSphere, BookScouter’s
parent company, now occupies most of the second floor of the Press Place
building in downtown Athens, also home to the local newspaper, the Athens
Banner-Herald.
© Caroline Windham

provides

employees

with

social

activities, networking events, and weekly meals.
Brandon

Checketts,

Founder

of

RoundSphere,

explained that his company has been able to overcome
challenges to hiring high quality people at all levels.
“Salary-wise, we’re competitive with Atlanta salaries
and offer really good benefits compared to everyone
else.” Also, RoundSphere has established a “resultsoriented” culture that is quite attractive to potential
employees looking for a hands-off, autonomous style
of managing.

Peachtree Medical Billing
Peachtree Medical Billing provides financial services such as billing, credentialing, and customized reporting for small
to medium-sized medical laboratories across the U.S. In other words, Peachtree helps organize laboratory data so
insurance companies can easily decipher how much to pay the lab following a procedure.
Founders Jeff Caldwell and Louri Roberts started the company from their Athens home in 2002 and continue to maintain
the company’s headquarters in downtown Athens. The husband and wife team had previously worked in town, and
they decided to stay in Athens to start their business because of its high quality of life, access to the University of
Georgia, and the abundance of art and culture.
terry.uga.edu
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However, according to the Director of Engineering, Jonathan Wallace2, the firm has experienced some challenges from
a recruiting perspective. “We need help presenting the image of Athens as a worthwhile place to relocate to.” Wallace
believes that Peachtree and other small tech businesses in the area have struggled to recruit high-level talent because
there is an awareness gap among industry veterans. “We need to say that there’s a community of companies here [in
Athens] that can reduce the risk of someone willing to relocate,” said Wallace. One significant obstacle that stands in
the way of Athens’ growth as an entrepreneurial community is the town’s inability to tell a consistent story across
its various governmental, educational, and economic entities. The community is lacking a powerful communications
campaign that could “put Athens on the map” as a major technological hub. Moving forward, Wallace believes the
community could benefit from a strategic marketing plan that communicates Athens’ appeal as an up-and-coming
destination for the most innovative minds.
Cogent Education
Teachers use Cogent Education’s interactive case studies to teach their students some of the most difficult biology
concepts. Students can access the interactive case studies on topics such as osmosis, homeostasis, photosynthesis,
and diffusion at school and at home. As the student works through the exercises, teachers have access to student
comprehension of the material using real-time data that’s generated while the program is running. Before Cogent
Education, teachers mainly used paper-based case studies that focused less on active participation and more on passive
reading. That’s why Cogent Education used a video game engine to build a much more dynamic product.
Cogent Education CEO, Tom Robertson, explains that
his company has not had issues finding talent from
the University. “They’re a generation that really
wants to do something meaningful with their life.
There’s a lot of kids who want to help and are not
particularly interested in working immediately for
some of the big social media companies. They want
to do something meaningful in education.” Of its 16
full-time employees, 10 are alumni of the University
of Georgia.
Although Cogent Education has received significant
Cogent Education
Cogent Education began when scientists and clinicians in UGA’s College of
Veterinary Medicine developed interactive software to help their students
understand the molecular world of cells. A colleague asked if they could
develop something similar for high school science students, and a concept
was born. A 2008 award from the National Institutes of Health helped
Cogent Education further hone its concept with high school teachers,
programmers, and science educational specialists. This is just one of many
UGA-born ventures that has successfully grown in Athens.
Courtesy of Cogent Education

seed funding from organizations like the Georgia
Research Alliance, “there are very few people willing
to invest in education because of the long sale cycle,”
said Robertson. They are unable to rely on consistent
cash flows because school districts often ask to use
the products on a trial basis at no cost before making
any significant investments. Moving forward, the

firm plans to develop case studies for high school chemistry, physics, and elementary school subjects, but will need
help generating the capital to build a more robust sales team.
Umano
Umano is an e-commerce platform that designs men’s and women’s elevated fashion basics with personalized meaning3.
The company curates young artists’ work and showcases these designs on their t-shirts, tank tops, and pants. Umano
is a for-profit social enterprise that donates a backpack full of school supplies to creative-minded children in places
like Athens, Harlem, Mexico, Uganda, and Peru with every customer purchase.

2 Jonathan Wallace left Peachtree Medical Billing prior to completion of this case.
3 Umano ceased operations in February 2017, before the publication of this case study.
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Founders Jonathan and Alex Torrey both graduated from the University of Georgia and chose to return to Athens to start
their business purely for financial reasons. Since their parents still lived in town, the brothers could “live rent-free, eat
free, and completely collapse our personal expenses so we could put everything we had – every penny – into Umano,”
said Alex Torrey. When the business outgrew their parents’ home, the Founders were attracted to building the company
in Athens because of “the lower cost of living, and lower overhead in terms of office space, warehouse space, payroll
salaries, etc.”
In November 2015, both brothers appeared
on ABC’s Shark Tank to pitch their business
to a group of high-profile investors and
struck a deal with tech entrepreneur Mark
Cuban and QVC personality Lori Greiner.
Although Umano decided to pass on the
deal after the episode was recorded, the
business benefited from the exposure and
saw sales increase “a thousand times,”
said Alex Torrey. Despite this success,
Umano believes its company and Athens’
tech startup community as a whole has
a lot of room to grow from a capital and
educational perspective. If investors could
take

advantage

of

Athens’

affordable

cost to start a business and have access
to significant capital, this would be “the
perfect combination” for small businesses.
Presently, however, Athens lacks a large

Umano
Brothers Alex and Jonathan Torrey started Umano, a t-shirt shop and a social enterprise,
in their parents’ garage. With each sale, they hand-deliver a backpack full of art supplies to children. Since the company’s founding five years ago, they have donated nearly
40,000 backpacks to children locally and across the world. An appearance on Shark
Tank and a partnership with Bloomingdale’s brought Umano national attention. Though
Umano ceased operations in February 2017, the brothers remain optimistic about the
future of social entrepreneurship and are already planning their next venture.
© Terry College of Business

selection of active investors when compared
to Silicon Valley, Austin, or even Atlanta. Alex also believes that young Athens-based founders need help to better
understand the various forms of funding available to them and may benefit from additional education and mentorship.
Lastly, to take the Athens tech community to the next level, Torrey believes UGA has an opportunity to build stronger
computer science and engineering undergraduate programs so it can compete for top-talent individuals who may also
be considering Georgia Tech for their degree.

Entrepreneurial Programs on the University of Georgia Campus
University of Georgia Entrepreneurship Certificate Program

University of Georgia north campus
The historic north campus of the University of Georgia (UGA) abuts downtown Athens. Chartered in 1785, UGA is the oldest, largest, and most
comprehensive educational institution in Georgia and is consistently ranked as one of the nation’s top public universities. With a $4.4 billion
annual economic impact on the state and a student population of 37,000, UGA offers considerable resources to the startup community in its host
city. While many of UGA’s entrepreneurship initiatives touch the wider community, there is room for even more collaboration.
© Terry College of Business
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Housed in the Terry College of Business but open to all students across the University, the Entrepreneurship Certificate
Program provides an in-depth look at what it takes to develop an idea into a successful business venture. Some of the
issues discussed in classes are building effective teams, designing roles and responsibilities, securing funding, and
dividing equity. The certificate is also an invaluable learning opportunity for those interested in working for a startup
or nonprofit, or pursuing investment banking and angel funding. The program requires 15 hours of coursework and
includes classes such as Introduction to Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial Finance, and Managing the Entrepreneurial
Venture.
In addition to the certificate, the program also offers various experiential opportunities for students. As explained
by the program’s Director, Bob Pinckney, the experiential component was designed to expose students to real world
challenges. “We’re trying to get people hands on experience on what it takes to get a company started and doing things
like customer discovery and learning about legal structures,” said Pinckney. For example, the UGA Idea Accelerator
Program is an eight-week program that helps students with a big idea take the next step in their business development
by providing access to successful entrepreneurs, advisors, and investors. After the eight weeks, participants develop
their business model and compete for a $5,000 award in a live Shark Tank-like setting.
UGA’s Next Top Entrepreneur (NTE) is another experiential learning opportunity. Startup teams from all over the
country are judged on their business model, the validity of their idea, and their ability to execute. The top six teams
come to Athens to pitch their concept and compete for a $10,000 prize. Downtown Canvas, an online peer-to-peer art
marketplace, won the 2016 competition. This event is part of Athens StartUp Week.
MBA Concentration in Entrepreneurship
Georgia MBA Programs are passionate about helping
students design, launch, and manage a business.
Whether a student has an existing company or it’s in
the idea stage, Terry is committed to leveraging its
unique resources to help students succeed. Rigorous
entrepreneurship courses embrace the innovation,
original thinking, and entrepreneurial mindsets
so actively sought by companies everywhere —
skills that will help students succeed in the new
economy. It is no secret that employees trained in
entrepreneurship statistically make more money in
the same job than untrained employees.
The small size and collaborative culture of the Terry
MBA Programs and the proximity of the college’s
new home under construction on Lumpkin Street
to downtown Athens complement entrepreneurial
learning. The concentration provides a curriculum
based on the four key tasks of entrepreneurship:

Correll Hall
Correll Hall is the first building of Terry’s new Business Learning Community.
Correll hosts a business innovation lab, multiple project team rooms, and
many designated spaces for formal and casual interaction among students,
faculty, and business practitioners. The whole Terry College of Business will
relocate to an expanded Business Learning Community in August 2017. A
growing Entrepreneurship Program and even a planned dormitory for student
entrepreneurs are among the exciting startup-related developments on
campus.
© Peter Aaron / OTTO for Robert A.M. Stern Architects

opportunity identification, resource acquisition and deployment, goal setting and strategy formulation, and
implementation. Michael Hamrick, Stephen Rosenberg (both of Perfect Pitch Concepts), Kari Baker (Venn Collective),
Ty Frix (Ichor), and Daniel McBrayer (Roundtable Development, Vestigo) are among the University of Georgia MBA
alumni working in entrepreneurship in Athens. Hamrick and Rosenberg attribute their success as entrepreneurs to
their experience at UGA, as they note on their website: “Thanks largely to the backgrounds our managing partners had
through UGA’s Terry College Entrepreneurship Program, our team has always had a penchant for startups.”
Director of the Full-Time MBA Program Santanu Chatterjee is enthusiastic about increased collaboration between
MBA students and local entrepreneurs. “The University’s new experiential learning initiative provides the perfect
terry.uga.edu
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opportunity to launch partnerships with local startups to support economic development in our town. Rather than
driving to Atlanta when our students want exposure to innovative companies, our students will soon be able to gain
valuable professional experience by simply walking a few blocks to downtown Athens.”
Thinc.
As the certificate program and MBA concentration focuses squarely on entrepreneurship, Thinc. is an organization
that promotes innovation and design thinking by connecting students and faculty across colleges, disciplines, and
concentrations. As Thinc. Director Jared Bybee explains, “Thinc. contributes to the innovative problem-solving
entrepreneurship ecosystem at UGA, where students who want to solve problems can come get the skills they need
in an interdisciplinary way.” The organization offers popup classes that discuss diverse design and innovation topics
such as 3D printing, app development, prototyping, and customer discovery. In addition, Critical Design Thinking is a
graduate-level class that connects students from business, engineering, art, and environmental design and challenges
them to work together to solve broad issues. Lastly, Thinc. Week is an annual week-long celebration of innovation and
entrepreneurship with contests, events, and lectures that culminates with a TedxUGA event.

The Future of the Athens Startup Community

Overhead and close-up renderings of the future startup HQ downtown
These renderings of a downtown Athens startup village show the future possibilities for local entrepreneurship. Though this may seem like a
pipedream now, with more deliberate utilization of UGA resources and talent, a wider pool of local and regional investment, and a coordinated
marketing campaign, Athens can be a regional center of tech-based innovation.
Courtesy of Four Athens and studio.bna architects

With several growing startups, a talented university
student body, and a hunger for innovation, there is an
opportunity for the Athens community to become the next
great startup city in the Southeastern U.S. To get there,
however, major planning questions must be addressed. A
Four Athens board member and corporate law professor
at the UGA Law School believes the community should
develop long-term growth strategies that will endure
even after today’s major stakeholders like Jim Flannery
have retired4.

She said that this model must “outlast

Jim [Flannery] because he is a force to be reckoned with.
He is full of passion and energy and commitment, and
Jordan Burke, Executive Director of Four Athens
Jordan Burke worked as a barista at the westside Athens Starbucks
for years, learning to code and working on tech ventures on the side.
He has been involved with local startups like Son Safaris, Vitamin C,
Vestigo, and Roundtable Development. When Vitamin C moved into
the old Four Athens space downtown, Jordan began to appreciate
the vibrancy of downtown Athens and how startups are “vital to the
sustainable economic growth of Athens.” As Executive Director of Four
Athens, Burke continues to focus on startup incubation and ensure
that all Athenians have access to the tech-centric economy through a
wide array of programming and outreach. Burke has pioneered coding
classes in local schools, a 12-week technical literacy class for adults,
and software development workshops for women.
© Caroline Windham

he worked for very little for a long time because he was
committed to the community and the organization. I
think everyone knows that that won’t last forever, so
thinking about how to create a model that’s sustainable
both for him, and then also going forward will probably
be our biggest challenge.”
Who is best positioned to address these challenges? Jared
Bybee believes students have the power to profoundly

4 Flannery left his role as Executive Director of Four Athens, though he is still involved with the organization and the Athens startup community.
Jordan Burke assumed the role in January 2017.
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impact the entrepreneurship community in Athens. “The power you [students] have is in being excited about
entrepreneurship programs, talking about these programs on social media, and organizing your own events.” If students
continue to maintain this passion to grow this innovative community, powerful investors may take notice, said Bybee.
“Investors may say, ‘Look at these starry-eyed students and all of the cool work they’re doing in entrepreneurship or
in Thinc., or in Four Athens’ and we take these stories and say, ‘Hey, rich guys, don’t you want to support these starryeyed students?’ And the rich guys will say yes.”

Questions for students to consider:
•

How can Athens become better known as a center for innovation? What marketing and communication strategies
would you employ?

•

How can Athens attract and retain the top talent startups need to grow?

•

How can the community improve mentorship and an idea sharing program?

•

How can Four Athens continue to evolve its relationship with local government and UGA?

•

How could synergy be developed between the Full-Time MBA Program and Four Athens?

•

What are some feasible funding models for the future of this community?

•

What does future success look like for the Athens startup community? What characteristics of a startup community
make it successful?

•

What can you do to positively impact startups in Athens?
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Exhibit 1.

Venture Capital Investment by U.S. City (January 2016)
Rank

Metro Area

Venture Capital Investment
(Millions)

Share of U.S. Total

1

San Francisco

$8,468

25.26%

2

San Jose

$4,865

14.51%

3

New York

$3,335

9.95%

4

Boston

$3,199

9.54%

5

Los Angeles

$1,695

5.06%

6

Washington, D.C.

$1,268

3.78%

7

San Diego

$944

2.82%

8

Seattle

$873

2.61%

9

Dallas

$734

2.19%

10

Chicago

$650

1.94%

11

Atlanta

$514

1.53%

12

Philadelphia

$495

1.48%

13

Austin

$475

1.42%

14

Denver

$380

1.13%

15

Miami

$329

0.98%

16

Minneapolis

$309

0.92%

17

Raleigh

$283

0.84%

18

Houston

$251

0.75%

19

Santa Barbara

$250

0.75%

20

Baltimore

$237

0.71%

Top 20 Total

$29,554

88.17%

Source: http://www.citylab.com/tech/2016/02/the-spiky-geography-of-venture-capital-in-the-us/470208/
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Exhibit 2.

Venture Capital Investment Per Capita by U.S. City (January 2016
Rank

Metro Area

Venture Capital Investment (Millions)

1

San Jose, California

$2,534

2

San Francisco, California

$1,875

3

Boston, Massachusetts

$683

4

Santa Barbara, California

$574

5

Boulder, Colorado

$365

6

Oak Harbor, Washington

$340

7

San Diego, California

$294

8

Austin, Texas

$252

9

Seattle, Washington

$242

10

Grand Forks, North Dakota

$239

11

Raleigh, North Carolina

$233

12

Provo, Utah

$224

13

Culpeper, Virgnia

$221

14

Durham, North Carolina

$218

15

Washington, DC

$213

16

Fayetteville, Arkansas

$195

17

Worcester, Massachusetts

$183

18

Trenton, New Jersey

$172

19

New York, New York

$167

20

Santa Cruz, California

$167

Source: http://www.citylab.com/tech/2016/02/the-spiky-geography-of-venture-capital-in-the-us/470208/
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